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Abstract:
One of the key requirements for neutron scattering instruments is the Signal-to-Background
ratio (SBR). This is as well a design driving requirement for many instruments at the European
Spallation Source (ESS), which aspires to be the brightest neutron source of the world. The SBR
can be effectively improved with background reduction. The Multi-Grid, a large-area thermal
neutron detector with a solid boron carbide converter, is a novel solution for chopper spectrometers.
This detector will be installed for the three prospective chopper spectrometers at the ESS. As the
Multi-Grid detector is a large area detector with a complex structure, its intrinsic background and
its suppression via advanced shielding design should be investigated in its complexity, as it cannot
be naively calculated. The intrinsic scattered neutron background and its effect on the SBR is
determined via a detailed Monte Carlo simulation for the Multi-Grid detector module, designed
for the CSPEC instrument at the ESS. The impact of the detector vessel and the neutron entrance
window on scattering is determined, revealing the importance of an optimised internal detector
shielding. The background-reducing capacity of common shielding geometries, like side-shielding
and end-shielding is determined by using perfect absorber as shielding material, and common
shielding materials, like B4C and Cd are also tested.
On the basis of the comparison of the effectiveness of the different shielding topologies and
materials, recommendations are given for a combined shielding of the Multi-Grid detector module,
optimised for increased SBR.
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1 Introduction
The ongoing construction of the ESS [1–3] and the recent restructurisation of the 3He market [4]
have led to a significant investment in neutron detector development in the past eight years. One of
the main research fields is the development of a cost-effective, large area detector design for chopper
spectroscopy, as a competitive alternative for the currently used 3He-tubes [5]. Although an adequate
Signal-to-Background Ratio (SBR) is a key requirement for neutron scattering instruments [6], the
inelastic instruments are particularly background-sensitive, therefore the background suppression
should be one of the main focuses in the detector design. Since the chopper spectrometers are
equipped with large area – and therefore mostly large volume – detectors, the intrinsic background,
induced within the detector by neutrons, should also be considered. As the detection efficiency for
thermal neutrons is much higher than for other typical sources of background, like fast neutrons and
gamma-radiation [7, 8], and neutron induced intrinsic gamma background has already been studied
and found to be negligible [9], thermal neutron scattering is likely to be the dominant source of
background in cold and thermal instruments, and is therefore the focus of the current study.
The different sources of scattered neutron background have already been identified in a po-
tent 3He-substitute demonstrator for chopper spectroscopy [10]. The detector was tested at the
CNCS instrument at SNS [11], and a realistic model of the detector and the sample environment
was implemented in Geant4 [12–15]. The model was validated against measured data, scattered
neutron background reproduced, and instrument and detector related background components were
distinguished, like scattering on the sample environment, on the tank gas or in the detector [10].
The study revealed that the impact of the intrinsic detector background is comparable with the ones
of instrument-related sources. This reemphasises that the study and optimisation of the internal
detector shielding is needed.
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The most potent novel detector design for chopper spectrometers is the Multi-Grid detector,
invented at the Institute Laue-Langevin (ILL) [16, 17], and jointly developed at ILL and the
ESS [18–20], as this detector has been chosen to serve the three chopper spectrometers at the
ESS, the CSPEC [21], T-REX [22] and VOR [23] instruments. It is an Ar/CO2-filled proportional
chamber with a solid boron carbide converter, enriched in 10B. The few µm thick converter layers are
supported on an aluminium grid, designating the sensitive volume of the detector, and each detector
module is placed in a few mm thick aluminium housing. The source of the intrinsic scattered
neutron background is this aluminium structure; because of its complexity, multiple scattering
volumes and surfaces have to be considered as source of background, but it also leaves room for
effective background reduction via the application of a targeted, multi-element shielding.
Thanks to the great effort that has been invested in the development of neutron scattering
simulation tools [24] in the past few years, this otherwise hard-to-study intrinsic detector background
can now be investigated in detail via realistic Monte Carlo simulations.
The aluminium-sourced intrinsic background nowcan be simulatedwith the usage ofNXSG4 [25,
26] and NCrystal [27] tools, that allow to model neutron interaction with crystalline materials,
including both Bragg diffraction and inelastic/incoherent processes, in Geant4 [12–14] and Mc-
Stas [28, 29]. These and other recently developed neutron simulation tools, like the MCPL [30–32],
a file format to store and transfer full particle state information between different Monte Carlo
codes, are already incorporated and ready to use in the supportive, user friendly ESS Coding
Framework [33], developed in the ESS Detector Group, facilitating the tailoring of the detector
designs to the scientific application.
The aim of the current study is to increase the SBR in the Multi-Grid detector module of the
CSPEC instrument, by optimising the shielding to reduce intrinsic scattered neutron background.
For this purpose, detailed Monte Carlo simulations are performed with a recently developed and
validated Geant4-based Multi-Grid model [10], tailored to the current CSPEC detector design. The
implemented detector model and the simulation setup are described in Section 2. The comparison
of different coating designs is presented on Section 3.1, while the impact of neutron scattering on
the aluminium housing, especially on the vessel window is studied and discussed in Section 3.2. To
optimise the shielding, an ideal total absorber and common shielding materials, like B4C and Cd are
applied in typical shielding geometries. This way the background-reducing capability of shielding
applied at different locations is determined (see Section 3.3), and then the sepective impacts of
commonly used shielding materials are compared for each geometry (Section 3.4).
The obtained results are discussed in the conclusion, where this holistic shielding optimisation
approach and Multi-Grid specific shielding recommendations are both presented.
2 Simulation of the Multi-Grid detector modules
TheMonte Carlo modelling of theMulti-Grid detector has been going on in the past couple of years.
A detailed, realistic and parameterised model of the detector was developed [10] in Geant4, within
the afore-mentioned ESS Coding Framework [33]. Two detectors that have been previously built
and tested in neutron scattering instruments, IN6 [34] and CNCS [11] at the ILL and SNS neutron
sources, respectively, were simulated, and the model was validated via qualitative and quantitative
reproduction of measured data. This validated model is adapted for the current detector design of
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the CSPEC instrument [35]. The simulation setup involves an isotropic point source and a single
detector module.
2.1 Geant4 model of CSPEC detector module
The Multi-Grid detector is an Ar/CO2-filled proportional chamber, consists of the so-called ‘grids’:
aluminium frames divided into 2.5× 2.5× 1 cm3 cells by 0.5 mm thick aluminium ‘blades’, coated
on both sides with enriched 10B4C, 97% enriched in 10B [36–38]. The coating thickness on the so-
called ‘short blades’, perpendicular to the incident neutron beam, varies between 0.5-1.5 µm through
the depth of the grid, to increase the efficiency. In addition, unlike the previous demonstrators, in
the CSPEC detector the ‘long blades’, parallel with the incident neutron beam, are also coated on
both sides with an identical 1.0 µm thickness.
The grids are 6 cells wide and 16 cells deep, leading to 32 converter layers on the short blades,
in order to meet the efficiency of 3H-tubes. These grids are stacked, forming 3.5 m high columns.
The anode wires go through the length of the columns in the 6 × 16 channels formed by the cells in
each grid, and the grids serve as cathodes. A realistic, one-to-one model of the detector module is
implemented for the Geant4 simulation. The constructed model is shown in figure 1, and the used
parameter set is given in Table 1.
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(a) (b)
Figure 1: The CSPEC Multi-Grid detector module geometry implemented in Geant4. Single simulated grid from top
view (a) and whole detector module (b) with front shielding in a transparent vessel. In a green represents the counting
gas, cyan is the rear aluminium blade and brown is shielding. In b green is the PCB, black is the front shielding and
brown is the aluminium grid.
The implemented model consists of the 2 columns of grids placed in an aluminium vessel
filled with Ar/CO2. Minor simplifications are applied for the aluminium vessel: it is a rectangular
parallelepiped, with a flat front window, unlike the one to be built, which is designed to be slightly
curved, so multiple modules can fit together. A further simplification is that the printed circuit
boards (PCB) of read-out electronics placed in the detector vessel are represented as layers of
aluminium and polyethylene at the top and the bottom of the vessel. Also, 2 sheets of shielding
are applied at the top and bottom of the front window, adequately sized to shield the PCBs from
neutrons arriving from the sample position, as it is planned for the real detector (see figure 1b).
The detector model involves pre-defined volumes for shielding materials in the most common
places of the detector. The size of all shielding volumes are maximised insofar it is possible while
keeping the dead area to the minimum. In this study, three shielding geometries are compared (see
figure 2):
• ‘End-shielding’: Layers of shielding (see figure 2, i), red) applied in each grid, placed between
the last row of cells (green) and the 1 cm thick aluminium rear blade (cyan) of the grid, to
prevent backscattering from the latter. The surface of the shielding meets the dimensions of
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Table 1: Major default parameters of CSPEC Multi-Grid detector module, grouped as geometrical
parameters, processes and materials.
Number of cells width (x) 6
depth (z) 16
Number of grids in columns 140
Number of columns 2
Cell size width (x) 2.5 cm
height (y) 2.4 cm
depth (z) 0.95 cm
Coating thickness short blade 0.5-1.5 µm
(parallel with window)
long blade 1.0 µm
(perpendicular to window)
Frame thickness 0.5 mm
Frame end thickness 10.0 mm
Blade thickness short blade 0.5 mm
long blade 0.5 mm
Vessel window thickness 4.0 mm
Vessel wall thickness 4.0 mm
Sample-detector front face distance 3.5 m
Geant4 Physics list ESS_QGSP_BIC_HP_TS [33]+NCrystal
Vessel material Al
PCB material Al, polyethylene
Frame material Al
Counting gas Ar/CO2
80/20 % volume
Coating 10B4C
Boron is 97 % enriched in 10B
the cell. The maximum feasible thickness is 2 mm, defined by the space between the last
coated blade and the end blade.
• ‘Side-shielding’: Layers of shielding (see figure 2, ii), blue) applied on the inner side of the
vessel wall (see figure 2b, transparent), as [10] indicated the importance of scattering on the
vessel. The shielding surface is defined by the size of the vessel wall. The shielding sheets do
not extend beyond the front face of the columns, as this would interfere with the neighbouring
module placement. The maximum feasible thickness is 3.5 mm, i.e. the gap between the
columns and the vessel wall.
• ‘Interstack-shielding’: A sheet of shielding (see figure 2, iii), yellow) placed between the two
columns of grids (see figure 2b, brown), to prevent cross-talk. The shielding surface area
meets the dimensions of the columns, and the maximum feasible thickness is 6 mm, i.e. the
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(a) (b)
Figure 2: Shielded CSPEC Multi-Grid detector module geometry. Top view (a) and side view (b) with the studied
shielding topologies marked with: red for i) ‘End-shielding’, blue for ii) ‘Side-shielding’ and yellow for iii) ‘Interstack-
shielding’. Counting gas is shown in green, the grid is brown with cyan rear blade, and the incident neutron beam is
indicated in orange.
width of the gap between the columns.
The listed shielding topologies are modelled with both ‘black material’ (ideal total absorber)
and common shielding materials. All shielding materials are used with natural isotope composition
and in a realistic chemical form, with a representative carrier matrix, if necessary:
• B4C
• Cd
• LiF
• 50% Gd2O3 + 50% polyethylene (representing acrylic paint as a typical carrier)
• black material, i.e. perfectly opaque to incident neutrons
All materials in themodel are the compositions of standardGeant4materials except aluminium,
whose poly-crystalline structure is enabled with the help of the NCrystal library. The black material
is emulated via an MCPL particle filter, which is set to kill all particles that enter the respective
volumes. A customised physics list is used for the simulations due to the thermal scattering on the
high hydrogen-content of the polyethylene in the PCBs.
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The neutron scattering in idealistic constructions, e.g. with black shielding material, or in the
absence of certain components or material, like the aluminium window, can only be studied in
simulation.
2.2 Description of configuration and simulated quantities
In order to get a clear view of the intrinsic scattering, the detector is irradiated with mono-energetic
neutrons, and all instrument related effects are excluded from the Geant4 simulation. The neutrons
are generated isotropically at the sample position as a point source and are targeting the detector
window, as shown in figure 3. The distance from the source to the detector front window is 3.5 m,
and the sensitive area of the detector window covers 0.080 sr solid angle. The neutron wavelengths
are chosen at 0.4, 1, 1.8, 4.0 and 10.0 Å, covering the operational range of the CSPEC instrument,
extended with neutrons down to the Cd/Gd cutoff. All simulations are performed with 2 × 107
neutrons.
Figure 3: Geometry view of CSPEC Geant4 model with isotropic point source of neutrons (in green), targeted towards
the detector window.
The effectiveness of the different shielding geometries and materials is studied by their impact
on the SBR. For this comparison, a ‘reference’ is defined: the detector in the vessel, with long blade
coating, but without any shielding.
As the CSPEC is an inelastic instrument, the data of interest are the energy- and momentum-
transfer, derived from the measured Time-of-Flight (ToF) and the flight distance, calculated in-turn
from the detection coordinates. Likewise to real measurements, these parameters are accessible
in the simulation as well, as it is shown in figure 4 and 5. In figure 4 the x coordinate of neutron
conversion points is presented, as indicated in figure 3.
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This way the implemented grid geometry is clearly reflected in both curves in figure 4: two
separate grids with 6 cells in each, and a 6 mm gap between them. The deep and sharp valleys
between the cells are attributed to the absorption in the 0.5 mm thick long blades. The impact of the
long blade coating is indicated in the blue curve (in the ‘reference’ detector), especially in figure 4b:
detection peaks and valleys appear on the inner and outer side of the long blades, respectively. The
cause of this phenomenon is that due to the point source, the neutrons reach the inner side of the
long blades in a high incident angle, resulting in a high absorption probability in the inner coating
layer (‘detection peak’). Because of this, fewer neutrons reach the cell on the opposite side of the
respective long blade, leading to an asymmetric shadow, a deficit in neutron conversion in the short
blade coating (orange curve) of this neighbouring cell. This way the long blade coating effectively
acts as shielding. The maxima of these peaks also change with the x coordinate in the detector,
corresponding to the source geometry.
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Figure 4: Position of detected neutrons across the width of the detector (a) and zoomed version (b) in the reference
detector at 4 Å initial neutron wavelength, with and without the long blade coating. Normalised to neutrons entering the
detector. The overlapping curves do continue to the rear of the foreground curves.
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Figure 5: ToF spectrum at 4 Å initial neutron wavelength. Normalised to neutrons entering the detector. The
overlapping curves do continue to the rear of the foreground curves.
In figure 5 ToF spectra are presented, where ‘measured’ ToF (blue) is defined as the time it
takes the neutrons from the sample position to the conversion point in the detector, and the incident,
raw ToF (purple) takes from the sample position to entrance window of the detector. The incident
ToF spectrum has a sharp start, belonging to the minimum sample-detector distance. The shape
of the peak reflects the flight distance distribution from an isotropic point source to the tall, flat
window surface, while the width of the spectrum is determined by the longest possible distance, and
therefore by the height of the entrance window. The conversion ToF spectrum has similar overall
characteristics. Here a small background shoulder is present before the 3.6 ms edge, containing the
neutrons that gained energy in inelastic scattering, appearing with higher velocity in the spectrum.
The long, falling tail after the peak consists of the elastically scattered neutrons and the ones with
energy loss from inelastic scattering, appearing with lower velocity in the spectra. The broadening
of the ToF peak corresponds again to the height of the detector module, while the tiny peaks, that
clearly appear at the beginning, but are smeared over through the whole peak, reflect the parallel
conversion layers within the depth of the detector.
The simulation thus allows access to otherwise directly not measurable quantities, e.g. the shift
of the momentum of the neutrons.
In figure 6 the change of the polar angle (ϑ) is presented for 4 Å neutrons, defined as ∆ϑ =
ϑf inal −ϑinitial, where ϑf inal is calculated from the momentum vector of the neutron at conversion
point. A sharp peak of non-scattered neutrons is visible at ∆ϑ = 0◦, and a continuous scattered
neutron background from -25◦ to 180◦. Two asymmetric peaks are also present, as at thiswavelength,
on aluminium, Bragg diffraction can only happen in one of two distinct Debye-Scherrer cones,
corresponding to scatter angles of 117◦ and 162◦ respectively. This indicates that polycrystalline
effects are correctly reproduced in the simulation. The peaks are asymmetric due to the varying
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Figure 6: ∆ϑ of initial and final polar angle of momentum vector of converted neutrons with 4 Å initial wavelength.
Normalised to neutrons entering the detector.
incident angle along the height of the detector.
On the basis of figure 6 a precise discrimination of scattered and non-scattered neutrons is
feasible: neutrons are taken as non-scattered, if 0◦ ≤ ∆ϑ ≤ 0.4◦, which corresponds to the
maximum resolution of the detector, determined by the subtended solid angle to a cell in the centre
front row of the detector. This discrimination allows to define the SBR with only the above defined
non-scattered neutrons as signal (S), while the background (B) only involves the intrinsic neutron
scattering in the detector. In the current study all these quantities are determined for converted
neutrons.
SBRconverted neutrons =
Nnon−scattered

0◦ ≤ ∆ϑ ≤ 0.4◦
Nscattered
(2.1)
The SBR as defined above is used as a ‘figure of merit’ for the detector design optimisation
through this study. It has to be emphasized, that this definition is not the peak to background ratio
that can be read from a measured spectrum, but it is calculated from the counts in the area under
the peak and the background, respectively.
In figures 7 and 8 the comparison of the total and non-scattered ToF and energy transfer spectra
are given for 4 Å neutrons, respectively.
The afore-mentioned background contributions in the ToF spectrum in figure 7 are clearly
identified by this definition, given in equation 2.1. The background tails are sharply distinguished,
although a continuous flat background is still present in the non-scattered spectrum due to the finite
angular range in the signal definition. In figure 8 the simulated energy transfer spectra, defined as
Etr f = Einitial − E f inal, following the experimental approach, are produced with mono-energetic
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Figure 7: Comparison of ToF spectra from all and non-scattered neutrons at 4 Å initial neutron wavelength. The
overlapping curves do continue to the rear of the foreground curves.
incident neutrons (figure 8a) and with a Gaussian initial energy distribution (figure 8b) with 1%
standard deviation, typical for these instruments.
Similarly to the ToF spectrum, in both spectra a smaller fraction of inelastically scattered
neutrons appear on the negative side of the spectra, consists of the neutrons that gained energy
in scattering, while the shoulder on the positive side consisting of the neutrons that lost energy in
inelastic scattering, or had an increased ToF due to elastic scattering, and therefore appear as slower.
In the case of the mono-energetic neutrons, minor peaks also appear in the close proximity of the
elastic peak on the positive side, belonging to a few rows of backscattering from the short blades
within the grid. These peaks are smeared out for the longer flight paths, deeper in the grid structure.
In the non-scattered spectra, the signal is again clearly identified, with the presence of the same
small, continuous background caused by the finite resolution, that appeared in the ToF spectrum in
figure 7. Thus, figure 8 confirms the effectiveness of the applied background definition.
It has to be mentioned that in the more realistic case of the Gaussian initial energy distribution,
this discrimination would underestimate the simulated peak, since the scattered neutrons with small
∆E or ∆ϑ, that still appear within the width of the Gaussian elastic peak would be defined as signal
counts in a measurement.
The impact on the scattered neutron background for all studied components and shielding
is studied via the increase of SBR (SBRrel), compared to the SBR of the unshielded reference
detector (SBRre f ), as it is demonstrated in figure 9. In this and later upcoming figures, the results
of different wavelengths are only connected for better visibility.
The uncertainties of the simulations are determined and propagated through all the calculations.
The simulated signal (S) and background (B), as defined for their use in equation 2.1 are independent
quantities with Poisson error, and their uncertainties are propagated to SBR (equations 2.1 and 2.2)
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Figure 8: Comparison of energy transfer spectra from all and non-scattered neutrons with mono-energetic (a) and
Gaussian (b) initial neutron energy distribution at 4 Å. The overlapping curves do continue to the rear of the foreground
curves.
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Figure 9: Simulated Signal-to-Background Ratio (as specifically defined in equation 2.1) in the unshielded reference
detector. The statistical uncertainties are too small to be discernible.
and relative SBR (equations 2.3 and 2.4) via the Gaussian Error Propagation Law:
σSBR =
√(
1
B
)2
σ2
S
+
(−S
B2
)2
σ2B (2.2)
and
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SBRRel =
SBR
SBRRef
, (2.3)
σSBR,Rel =
√√(
1
SBRRef
)2
σ2
SBR
+
(
−SBR
SBR2
Ref
)2
σ2
SBRRe f
. (2.4)
Figure 9 reveals, that the SBR monotonously increases with the wavelength of the incident
neutrons, and covers a large dynamic range in the operational region of the CSPEC instrument.
These observations indicate that the proper detector shielding has greater significance for thermal
neutrons than for cold neutrons.
3 Scattered neutron background in the CSPEC module design
3.1 Impact of long blade coating
The planned CSPEC detector module has an improved design in comparison with the thus far
built, tested and simulated demonstrators. One key difference is that, unlike the previous ones,
in this module the long blade of the grids are under consideration to be coated with 1 µm boron
carbide [39]. The impact of the long blade coating is studied in the afore-defined reference detector,
by comparing the signal (figure 10a), the background (figure 10b), the efficiency (figures 10c, 10e)
and the SBR (figures 10d, 10f) – as they are defined in Section 2.2 – for the wavelengths of interest,
with and without the long blade coating.
Figures 10c and 10e demonstrate a systematic efficiency increase in the presence of long
blade coating for all wavelengths, with the increase being more significant, 8-19%, for the lower
conversion efficiencies for the neutrons below 4.0 Å. Comparing the SBRs in figures 10d and 10f,
the SBR is increased in the presence of long blade coating at all wavelengths, except in case of
10 Å, where a negligible 4% decrease appears in the otherwise highest SBR. The reason of this
trend is that the long blade coating increases the signal (see figure 10a) via the increase of the
total efficiency, and affects the scattered neutron background via two different aspects of the same
process: on the one hand, the background can be increased as the efficiency is increased. This effect
is dominant at low wavelengths, where the absorption cross section of 10B is low, as it is shown
in figure 10b. On the other hand, neutrons more probably get converted in the long blade coating
before they could scatter e.g. on the long blade or on side of the vessel. Therefore, a reduction
of background appears at 4 Å in figure 10b, where the Bragg-scattering on the aluminium has the
dominant impact on the scattered neutron background. This way the shift in the background is
determined by the competing reactions of scattering and absorption, and therefore by the respective
cross sections of aluminium and 10B4C.
The SBR is determined by the combination of all the impacts on signal and background. In
total, 8-14% increase of SBR can be reached in the 0.4 Å - 4.0 Å wavelength region with the
application of 1 µm long blade coating, as it is presented in figure 10f.
Due to the positive impact on the efficiency and SBR in the low wavelength region, the
application of long blade coating is recommended for the CSPEC instrument, if it can be done at a
moderate cost, and sufficient mechanical properties, and should be considered for any instrument
with respect to the costs and other requirements.
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Figure 10: Simulated signal (a), background (b), neutron detection efficiency (c) and SBR (as specifically defined
in equation 2.1) (d) as functions of incident neutron wavelength in the unshielded reference detector, with and without
coating on the long blades, and change of efficiency (e) and SBR (f) with long blade coating compared to no long blade
coating case. The statistical uncertainties are too small to be discernible.
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3.2 Neutron scattering on detector vessel and window
The scattering on the detector window – which is an important mechanical structure item as it is part
of the vacuum interface – is a well-known challange of neutron detector development. In the case
of the Multi-Grid detector the comparable importance of the scattering on the aluminium vessel has
been demonstrated in [10]. Therefore, as first part of the optimisation, the impact of the vessel and
the window on neutron scattering is studied. For this purpose, a set of simulations are performed on
different versions of the unshielded ‘reference detector module’: in the case of the ‘bare grids’, the
aluminium vessel is removed. For the other configurations, the vessel is present, but the thickness of
the entry window varies between 0 mm (‘no window’) to 10 mm. The obtained SBRs are presented
in figure 11. The characteristics of the SBR are the same for all configurations, and a continuous
decrease of SBR appears with the increased entry window thickness. Also, except of the bare grids
and the 10 mm window case, which are unphysical and unrealistic cases respectively, no significant
difference appears in the SBR. Therefore, to emphasize the discrepancies between the results of the
different configurations, in figure 12 the SBRs are normalised to the no window configuration, so
the impact of scattering on the window is compared to the respective ideal case.
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Detector in vessel, 1 mm window
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Figure 11: Simulated Signal-to-Background Ratio (as specifically defined in equation 2.1) as a function of incident
neutron wavelength, with different window thicknesses and vessel components in the reference detector. The statistical
uncertainties are too small to be discernible.
In figure 12 it is shown that for realistic window thicknesses (1-5 mm), the decrease of the
SBR, compared to the ideal, no window configuration, is less than 10% at 4 Å, the wavelength
for which the CSPEC instrument is optimised, and the scattering increase is roughly linear with
window thickness. The difference is larger in the region where Bragg scattering is dominant, and
at long wavelengths: up to 35% at the most extreme value. However, the incoming wavelength
intensity is much larger for intermediate wavelengths around 4 Å at which the scattering is minimal.
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Given that the no window configuration is unphysical, and that the scattering increase is relatively
small for an increase in window thickness, it means that the currently applied 4 mm window, which
has been chosen for structural purposes, is confirmed to be a suitable choice between performance
and mechanical design optimisation.
On the other hand, it is also revealed that in the bare grids configuration the SBR is increased
by 20-50% due to the lack of scattering on the vessel. The increase of SBR is higher for higher
wavelengths, and being 33% at the optimal 4 Å. This confirms that a significant increase of the
SBR can be achieved with suppression of scattering on the vessel, so internal shielding should be
included on the vessel walls (i.e. side-shielding).
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Figure 12: Simulated Signal-to-Background Ratio (as specifically defined in equation 2.1) as a function of incident
neutron wavelength, with different window thicknesses and vessel components, normalised to the unshielded reference
detector with no window. The statistical uncertainties are too small to be discernible.
3.3 Study of scattered neutron background suppression with black shielding
The complex structure of the Multi-Grid detector is proven to be a source of intrinsic scattered
neutron background [10, 34]. However, this complex geometry also leaves space for background
reduction via optimisation of shielding design. To obtain an optimised shielding design, the
background reduction capacity of the potential shielding geometry has to be determined. For this
purpose blackmaterial is applied for each afore-mentioned shielding geometry, to study their impact
on the SBR through the whole 0.4-10.0 Å, which is operational range of the CSPEC instrument.
With the application of the black material, the highest obtainable background reduction can be
determined for each shielding geometry. For this purpose different shielding topologies are applied
both individually and in combination in the reference detector.
The evaluation of the background reduction capacity is performed based on the number of
neutrons absorbed in every shielding volume, normalised to the incident neutrons (figure 13). The
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neutrons absorbed by the converter are also displayed for the sake of completeness.
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Figure 13: Neutron conversion and absorption in different shielding topologies with black material in the reference
detector. The different shielding topologies are applied individually. The statistical uncertainties are too small to be
discernible.
The neutron absorption in the end-shielding and the neutron conversion have similar, but
opposing trends throughout the wavelength range. The reason for this that these are competing
processes; as the neutron absorption cross-section in the boron carbide converter increases with
the wavelength, more neutrons are converted, and fewer neutrons reach the end-shielding, so fewer
neutrons are absorbed in the end-shielding. However, the end-shielding can absorb a significant
amount of neutrons below 4 Å, and 56% of the neutrons can be absorbed in the end-shielding at
0.4 Å. On the other hand at 10 Å the absorption in the end-shielding is practically zero, as the
neutrons do not reach the end of the grid. It is also shown, that the absorption is more even in the
other two geometries, i.e. 8-2.5% of the neutrons are absorbed in the side-shielding, 8% at 0.4 Å,
and less than 2% is absorbed in the interstack-shielding.
Consequently, the end-shielding is the dominant shielding topology in the Multi-Grid detector
when black absorber is applied, and there is a high background suppression potential effective in
the low-wavelength region, where the SBR is the smallest.
The effect of the different shielding topologies on the SBR is also determined, as it is shown
in figure 14. The shielding topologies are added one-by-one to the simulation, starting from the
reference detector. The SBR is increased in thewholewavelength range; the end-shielding has a high
contribution in the low wavelength region, while the other two shielding geometries are responsible
for the increase of SBR at high wavelengths. The relative increase of the SBR compared to the SBR
of the unshielded reference detector is depicted in figure 15, both for individually applied shielding
topologies (15a) and for their combinations (15b).
In figure 15a the significance of the end-shielding is confirmed; the SBR is increased with
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Figure 14: Simulated Signal-to-Background Ratio (as specifically defined in equation 2.1) in presence of different
shielding topologies with black material in the reference detector. The different shielding topologies are applied in
combination. The statistical uncertainties are too small to be discernible.
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Figure 15: Simulated Signal-to-Background Ratio (as specifically defined in equation 2.1) in presence of different
shielding topologies with black material, normalised to the unshielded reference detector. The different shielding
topologies are applied individually (a) and in combination (b). The statistical uncertainties are too small to be discernible.
50-25% in the 0.4-4.0 Å region with the application of black material. Moreover, the increase is
the highest in the low wavelength region, where the SBR otherwise is the lowest. The increase of
SBR due to the presence of side-shielding is 11-22%, and 8-18% due to the interstack-shielding. It
is important to highlight the opposite impact of the side-shielding and the interstack-shielding, that
is most significant at 4.0 Å; the side shielding has a higher impact at this wavelength and above,
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as the isotropic scattering becomes the dominant source of background. At 4.0 Å the majority
of the scattered neutron background still comes from the Bragg-scattering from the rear blade of
the grid. As one of the respective angle of the Bragg-scattering is 117◦, the scattered neutrons in
the Bragg-cone are targeted towards the vessel sides with 63◦ opening angle, so these neutrons do
not reach the interstack-shielding. Therefore the interstack-shielding only absorbs the minority of
neutrons scattered in the inner blades of the grids, and has a low impact at 4.0 Å, but has higher
impact at lower wavelength, where the overall background is higher due to the lower absorption
cross section of 10B. All these phenomena emphasize the potential of a combined shielding design.
In figure 15b the different shielding topologies are added one-by-one to the reference detector
in order of their individually shown relevance. It is shown that the trend of the increase of the SBR
is determined by the effect of the end-shielding, although the combination of the end-shielding
and the side-shielding has a peak of SBR increase at 4.0 Å, the optimal wavelength of the CSPEC
instrument. This effect is caused by the side-shielding, as it is explained in the case of the individual
shielding topologies in figure 15a. However, it is magnified in the combination of shieldings.
In the presence of all three shielding topologies, the trend of the SBR increase is again directed
by the end-shielding, with a uniform increase along the whole studied wavelength range. It is
demonstrated, that the SBR can be increased by up to 25-71% with the combination of the end-
shielding and the side-shielding, by 71% and 58% at 0.4 and 4.0 Å, respectively. Also, the SBR
can be increased up to 50-96% with the combination of all three shielding topologies, and by 96%
and 73% at 0.4 and 4.0 Å, respectively. To sum up, complex shielding design is confirmed to have a
remarkable potential to increase the SBR via background suppression. This impact is higher in the
low wavelength region, where the efficiency and the SBR are inherently lower, and it is proven, that
an ideal, combined shielding has the potential to increase the SBR by 50% at the 4.0 Å operating
optimum of the CSPEC instrument, and to almost double it at 0.4 Å.
3.4 Shielding optimisation in a Multi-Grid detector module for CSPEC instrument at ESS
The effectiveness of a combined shielding for background suppression has been proven in the
previous section (Section 3.3). In order to obtain the best realisation of the ideal, combined
shielding, common shielding materials (B4C, Cd, Gd with polyethylene and LiF) are tested for the
studied relevant shielding topologies. The impact of the different shielding materials are compared
to the one of the black material at each shielding geometries in figure 16.
It can be seen that 1 mm of B4C or Cd as end- (figure 16a) or side-shielding (figure 16b),
and 2 mm of either of them as interstack-shielding (figure 16c), practically have equal background
suppression capacity with the black material in the respective topologies. It is also shown, that
the impact of the Gd-polyethylene mixture is also approximately the same as the one of the black
material through the whole studied wavelength range, except at 0.4 Å, where the impact of Gd is
significantly lower in the case of the end-shielding and side-shielding. The SBR is increased with
the application of end-shielding by 44-50% in the case of black material, B4C and Cd, and by 31%
in the case of the Gd with polyethylene. The same SBR increases for the side-shielding are 11%
and 4%, respectively. On the one hand, these results confirm the effectiveness of Gd as shielding
material at higher wavelengths, on the other hand they highlight the impact of the carrier media,
especially the thermal scattering on the high hydrogen-content of typical carriers, like acrylic paint,
glue, etc.
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Figure 16: Simulated Signal-to-Background Ratio (as specifically defined in equation 2.1) with different materials
(including black material) for end- (a), side- (b) and interstack-shielding (c), normalised to the unshielded reference
detector. The statistical uncertainties are too small to be discernible.
In figure 16 it is also shown that while the SBR can also significantly increase with the
application of LiF shielding, this impact is much lower than the one of the previously discussed
materials. The highest obtainable increase with LiF is 20% at 0.4 Å as end-shielding, and 15% at
10.0 Å as side-shielding. The respective quantities for black material are 50% and 23%. In essence,
the impact of the different shielding materials is as expected on the basis of their respective cross
sections.
As the B4C and Cd are proven to be the appropriate realisation of black material in the CSPEC
detectormodule, they are also applied in the afore-described complex shielding design. The realistic,
complex shielding’s impact on the SBR is shown and compared to the impact of black shielding
in figure 17. It is revealed, that whether B4C (figure 17a) or Cd (figure 17b) are applied for each
shielding topologies, the total increase of SBR meets the one of the black material, as expected on
the basis of results of the individually applied shielding geometries. However, it has to be noted,
that the pure Cd shielding is less effective at 0.4 Å. Here the obtained SBR increase is 96% and 91%
with black absorber and B4C, and 88% with Cd, respectively. In figure 17c it is also shown, that
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Figure 17: Simulated Signal-to-Background Ratio (as specifically defined in equation 2.1) with combined shielding
with boron carbide (a), cadmium (a), and both of them (c) compared to black material, normalised to the unshielded
reference detector. The statistical uncertainties are too small to be discernible.
this is the highest discrepance between the impact of the different shielding combinations, and that
the differences between the respective SBR increases are within 1-2% for all other wavelengths.
The beneficial effect of the combined shielding is also demonstrated in figure 18 on the simulated
ToF-spectrum: the background tail is cut down by one order-of-magnitude in the presence of the
combined B4C shielding.
Accordingly, with a realistic, B4C and/or Cd based complex shielding design the SBR can
be increased sufficiently close to the maximum theoretically obtainable value with the current
operational parameters and design of theCSPECdetectormodule. TheGd is also proven to be a good
shielding material, although the scattering on any carrier medium should be considered, especially
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Figure 18: Comparison of ToF spectra with and without shielding at 4 Å initial neutron wavelength. The overlapping
curves do continue to the rear of the foreground curves.
at lower wavelengths. In essence, common shielding materials are proven to be satisfactory for the
CSPEC detector, and details of the complex shielding design can be chosen with regard to additional
criteria, like cost, availability and engineering requirements.
4 Conclusion
A novel, holistic approach is presented for shielding optimisation and background reduction in
thermal and cold neutron detectors. The intrinsic scattered neutron background is determined for
the Multi-Grid detector module of the CSPEC instrument at ESS.
The effect of the long blade coating on the efficiency and Signal-to-BackgroundRatio is studied.
It is revealed, that the efficiency can be increased by 8-19%, and the SBR can be increased by 8-14%
in the 0.4-4.0 Å wavelength region with the application of 1 µm 10B4C coating on the long blades.
The increase is 8% and 13% at the 4 Å optimum of CSPEC, respectively. In terms of cost over
neutron or SBR, the moderate increase in cost that can be expected by coating the long blades can
be justified by the accompanying increase in SBR.
The contribution of the vessel and window on scattering is studied. It is shown that a decrease
of SBR with the increasing window thickness remains acceptable for a realistic, 1-5 mm thickness
increase: 35% maximum decrease with 5 mm thickness at 10 Å, and <10% decrease for all
thicknesses at the 4Åoptimum. For this reason, thewindows thickness can be chosen by engineering
requirements.
The impact of the aluminium vessel of the detector on the scattering is also determined, and
proven to be equal or higher than the scattering on the window, pointing out the necessity of
background suppression via internal detector shielding.
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The background-reduction capacity of common shielding geometries, end-shielding, interstack-
shielding and side-shielding are compared by applying black material. It is demonstrated, that the
dominant shielding geometries are the end-shielding, absorbing 10-60% of neutrons below 4 Å,
and the side-shielding, absorbing 5-10% of neutrons through the whole wavelength range.
Common shielding materials, B4C, Cd, Gd2O3 and LiF are tested for each shielding type,
and 1 mm of B4C or Cd is proven to be equally good shielding as the total absorber. With these
materials as a combination of end-, side- and interstack-shielding, the SBR can be raised by 91-50%
for 0.4-10 Å region, respectively.
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